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1. INTRODUCTION 
A smooth flow on a smooth manifold M is a smooth R-action p: R x M + M. By setting 
4,(x) = p(t, x) for each t E R, a flow p defines a one-parameter group {4f}fER of transforma- 
tions of M. If the diffeomorphism $t: M + M for each t E R preserves ome geometric 
structure given on M, then p is called a geometric flow. A conformal flow is a geometric flow 
which induces a one-parameter group consisting of conformal transformations. Then the 
following result has been obtained by Obata [lS] and Lelong-Ferrand [16]. 
THEOREM A,. If there exists a closed noncompact conformal flow on a compact Rieman- 
nian n-manifold M, then M is conjiormally equivalent to the standard sphere S”. 
The existence of closed noncompact conformal flows is equivalent o that the identity 
component of the group Conf(M)’ of conformal transformations i  noncompact. This result 
characterizes the orbits of noncompact flows completely. In particular, the closed noncom- 
pact flow is either parabolic or loxodromic. As an application, we bring into focus the old 
question arising from the viewpoint of topology whether every nonsingular smooth JEow on 
the 3-sphere S3 possesses at least one closed orbit. This question is referred to as the Seifert 
conjecture [21]. As to nonsingular conformal flows, the Seifert conjecture is true more 
generally. In fact, we have the following. 
COROLLARY Al. Let ZZ be a compact n-manifold which is a rational homology sphere. Then 
every nonsingular conformal flow induces a k-torus action Tk (k 2 1) on C. In particular, there 
exists at least one closed orbit on C. 
In this paper, we shall consider the complex (quaternion) analogue of the above results. 
As conformally flat geometry is identified with the boundary of the real hyperbolic space 
Hfl+ ’ on which the real hyperbolic group PO(n + 1,l) acts as conformal transformations, 
spherical CR geometry is viewed as the boundary of the complex hyperbolic space 
HE+’ with the complex hyperbolic group PU(n + 1,l) acting as Cauchy-Riemann trans- 
formations. 
More generally, a CR structure on a smooth manifold is a contact subbundle of the 
tangent bundle of codimension 1 together with a complex structure J on it. A CR manifold 
M is an odd-dimensional smooth manifold equipped with a CR structure. In addition, a CR 
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structure supports a l-form w which annihilates the contact subbundle. The form o is called 
a contact form on M. The contact subbundle Nullo = {X E TM 1 o(X) = 0} has the 
canonical splitting Null w @ C = T’*’ + To* 1 for the complex structure J. A CR structure 
is strictly pseudo-conuex if the Hermitian pairing Q: T”’ x T’*’ + C defined by 
Q(X, I’) = do(X, JQ is positive definite. This definition is independent of the choice of 
contact forms. Viewed as a hyperquadric in C”+ ’ as above, the sphere S2”+ l is a spherical 
CR manifold characterized by vanishing all the curvature forms (cf. [4,11]). 
Let M be a strictly pseudo-convex CR manifold. If a diffeomorphism f : M j M 
preserves the contact subbundle Null o and commutes with J, i.e., f,. J = J. f, on Null o,, 
for each p E M, then f is called a CR automorphism of M. Denote by Au&(M) the group of 
CR automorphisms of M. A CR flow p: R x M + M is a geometric flow whose one- 
parameter group {&}tsR belongs to Autc,(M). We prove the following. 
THEOREM B. (i) Let M be a compact strictly pseudo-convex CR manifold of dimension 
2n + 1. If the identity component AutCR(M)’ of the group of CR automorphisms Au&(M) is 
non-compact, then M is CR equivalent to the standard sphere S2”+‘. 
(ii) Let C be a (2n t l)-dimensional strictly pseudo-convex CR manifold which is a ra- 
tional homology sphere (n > 1). Then a nonsingular CR flow induces a k-torus action Tk on 
C where k 2 1. In particular, given a nonsingular CR flow, there exists at least one closed orbit 
on C. 
Note that the Brieskorn homology (2n + 1)-sphere admitting a CR structure with 
C*-action furnishes an example of such a Z different from S”‘+l (cf. [22]). This result as well 
as the theorem of Obata, Lelong-Ferrand gives an affirmative answer to the vague general 
conjecture due to Gromov which states that if there exists a large group (e.g. noncompact 
group) acting on a compact manifald M and preserving some geometric structure, the M is 
classijiable (cf. [S]). 
In dimension three, we can discuss the global rigidity of compact 3-manifolds with 
geometric flows. Note that three-dimensional CR manifolds are always strictly pseudo- 
convex (see Remark 5.4). 
PROPOSITION C. (1) Given a CR flow {$~}~~u on a compact three-dimensional CR mani- 
fold M, the following is true. Let H be the closure of {4t}taR in AutCR(M). 
(1.1) H = S’, and M is a Seifert manifold. Conversely, for any S’-manifold (Seifert 
manifold) M, there always exists a CR flow inducing the S’-action on M. 
(1.2) H = T2, and M is a lens space L(p, q) (p 2 l), a Hopf manifold S’ x S2 or M is 
a 3-torus T3. The CR flow is nonsingular. 
(1.3) H = R, and M is S3 equipped with the spherical CR structure, where R = {&JIER is 
a parabolic flow or a loxodromic pow. In particular, the jlow is singular. 
(2) Given a nonsingular CR flow on a compact three-dimensional CR manifold M, there 
exists at least one closed orbit on M unless M is a 3-torus T3. 
(3) Moreover, the same is true for a conformal flow on a compact 3-mantfold. 
In general, it is known that the Seifert conjecture is false only with the hypothesis on the 
smoothness of flows. (For example, there is a Cl-flow on S3 such that every orbit is 
noncompact [20].) 
Note also that the new conjecture due to Gromov is also false with the hypothesis only 
on the existence of noncompact geometric flows. For example, Goldman [7] proved that 
there exists a compact Lorentz space form of negative constant curvature with (noncom- 
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pact) space-like Killing vector fields which is homeomorphic but not isometric to the 
homogeneous pace one. The difference between the above positive result (e.g., (1.3)) and 
this negative result is that the fundamental group can be parabolic in the hyperbolic group 
(so becomes rigid) by the existence of the closed R-action, while there is a small deformation 
of the fundamental group compatible with the R-action in the group of Lorentz isometries 
R x PSL,(R). However, it is still conceivable that given a geometric flow, the vague general 
conjecture confirms affirmatively the Seifert conjecture. 
On the other hand, the quaternion analogue has not been achieved yet. We shall 
introduce the notion of pseudo-quaternionic flat structure in the following manner (see [3], 
also Section 2). Let Sp(n + 1,l) = {A EM@ + 2,F)IA*11,,+1A = Zi,,,+i} where F stands 
for the noncommutative field of quaternions. The center of this group is Z/2 and the 
quaternion hyperbolic group PSp(n + 1,l) is the quotient of Sp(n + 1,l) by the center. 
Then the hyperbolic action of PSp(n + 1,1) extends to a smooth action on the boundary 
sphere S4”+ 3 of the quaternion hyperbolic space Hfl+ ‘. Define AutFsp(S4”+3) to be the 
group PSp(n + 1,l) with this action. An element of AutFsp(S4n+3) is called a pseudo- 
quaternionic flat transformation. We simply call the pair (AutFSp(S4”+3), S4”+3) pseudo- 
quaternionic jlat geometry. 
A pseudo-quaternionic flat structure is a geometric structure on a (4n + 3)-manifold 
locally modelled on the standard sphere S4n+3 with coordinate changes lying in 
AutFsp(S 4n+3). A pseudo-quaternionic flat manifold is a (4n + 3)-manifold together with 
a pseudo-quaternionic flat structure. Let Aut,s,(M) be the group of all diffeomorphisms 
preserving a pseudo-quaternionic flat structure given on a (4n + 3)-manifold M. Then it is 
locally isomorphic to a subgroup of AutFSp(S 4n+3) by the monodromy argument (see 
Section 2). Thus Aut,s,(M) is a Lie group. 
As to the above problems, we verify the following. 
PROPOSITION D. (1) Let M be a compact pseudo-quaternionic flat manifold of dimension 
4n + 3. Zfthe identity component Aut&M)’ ofthe group AutFsp (M) is noncompact then M is 
isomorphic to the standard sphere S4n+3. 
(2) Let C be a (4n + 3)-dimensional compact pseudo-quaternionic flat manifold which is 
a rational homology sphere (n > 1). Then a nonsingular pseudo-quaternionic flat frow induces 
a k-torus action Tk on C (k 2 1) so that there exists at least one closed orbit on C. 
So far it is far from to reach the following. 
Problem E. (a) Define an integrable G-structure on a smooth (4~ + 3)-dimensional 
manifold M for which the vanishing of all the local invariants implies the existence of 
a pseudo-quaternionic flat structure on M. Furthermore, examine the action of the group 
Aut,s,(M) of all automorphisms preserving such a G-structure on M. 
(b) We have defined AutFSp(S 4n+3) to be the group PSp(n + 1,1) with the extended 
action on the boundary. Such an extended action has a meaning in its own right like 
a conformal action, a CR action on the sphere. How does the extended action of the 
isometric group PSp(n + 1,1) of the quaternion hyperbolic space behave on the boundary 
sphere S4”+ 3? 
(c) A CR flow is thought of as a contact flow compatible with a complex structure. Is the 
Seifert conjecture true for a contact flow? (i.e., a geometric flow generated by a one- 
parameter group of contact transformations.) Given a contact manifold (M, CO), a nonsingu- 
lar contact flow p induces a nonsingular contact vector field 5. It is noted that the set 
(P E M I w,(4,) = 01 . IS a regular submanifold of codimension 1 (cf. [ 111). In particular, it is 
a union of tori when M is a compact contact 3-manifold. 
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There are some positive results concerning the Weinstein conjecture (cf. [l, 15,251) which 
states that a contact vector jeld on an orientable manifold M has a periodic orbit, provided 
H’(M; Z) = 0. Here the contact vector field 5 satisfies that w(5) # O,do(<,X) = 0 for all 
XETM. 
Some of the results of this paper have been announced in [lo]. 
2. GEOMETRY (9, X) 
A geometry (3,X) consists of a finite-dimensional Lie group 3 with finitely many 
components and an n-dimensional homogeneous pace X from Q. A (9, X)-structure on an 
n-dimensional smooth manifold M is a geometric structure locally modelled on X with 
coordinate changes lying in Y. A manifold equipped with a (‘%,X)-structure is said to be 
a (9, X)-manifold. Let M be the universal covering space of M and 7tl (M) the fundamental 
group of M. Aut(M) denotes the group of all (Y, X)-automorphisms of M. By the mono- 
dromy argument (cf. [14,9]), a (3, X)-structure on M induces a developing pair 
(P, dev) : W-W0 a) -, (9, W, 
unique up to conjugacy by an element of Y, where x1(M) c Aut(M) and dev is a (9,X)- 
immersion and p is a holonomy homomorphism such that dev * y = p(y). dev for each 
y E nl(M). Put R = 7c1(M) and p(n) = I. I is called the holonomy group of M. 
Suppose that M is a (9, X)-manifold. Since Aut(M) is locally isomorphic to a subgroup 
of B through the covering projection and the holonomy homomorphism, Aut(M) is 
a finite-dimensional Lie group. Let NAU,(u.) (n) be the normalizer of rr in Aut(M). It lies in the 
exact sequence: 1 + K + NAU1(~) (x) +Aut(M) + 1. AS Aut(M)c Diff(M), there is the 
natural map 4: Aut(M) + Out(z). If Aut(M)O is the identity component of Aut(M) then 
Aut(M)’ c Ker 4. The existence of Aut(M)’ # 1 places a strong restriction on the funda- 
mental group n of M. In fact, the following algebraic fact plays a crucial role in our proofs 
(cf. [2,11]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let g(n) be the center of rc and %‘Auttd) (K) the centralizer of z in Aut(M). 
Then there is the exact sequence: 
1 + g(n) + %?AU,(uJ(~) --+ Ker $ -+ 1. 
U 
Aut(M)’ 
From this lemma if A is a subgroup of Aut(M)‘, then its lift x to the universal covering 
space M belongs to %AUtc~,(n). It implies that every element of n commutes with A. 
Our geometry (9,X) is lying on the boundary of rank one symmetric space with 
noncompact factor. Recall the Cayley-Klein projective model of hyperbolic spaces (cf. [3]). 
Let K stand for the field of real numbers R, the field of complex numbers C or the field 
of quaternions F. Let Kn+2 denote the vector space, equipped with the Hermitian pairing 
over K: 
b(z,w) = - zlwl + Z2w2 + ... + z,+~w,,+~. 
Let P:K"+2 - (0) +KP"+l be the canonical projection onto the K-projective space. 
Consider the c(n + 2)-subspace Vc(n+2) = (z E K”+’ 1 b(z,z) < 0}, where c = 1,2, or 4 ac- 
cording to as K = R, C, or F. Then the K-hyperbolic space Hg+ ’ is defined to be P( V,(,+2’). 
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The group O(n + 1,l;K) is the subgroup of GL(n + 2,K) whose elements preserve the 
Hermitian form b. It is called the Lorentz group of type (n + 1,l). The group O(n + 1,l; K) 
leaves Vc(n+2) invariant and thus it induces an action on H;t+‘. The kernel of this action is 
the center Z(n + 1,l;K) which is isomorphic to ( + l> if K = R or F or the circle S’ if 
K = C. The quotient group O(n + 1, l;K)/Z’(n + 1,l;K) is denoted by PO(n + 1,l;K) for 
which we write PO(n + 1, l),PU(n + 1,l) or PSp(n + 1, l), respectively. Then it turns out 
that the geometry (PO(n + 1, l), HE+‘) is a complete simply connected Riemannian mani- 
fold of constant curvature - 1 with the full group of isometries. The geometry 
(PU(n + 1, l), Hg+‘) is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of - 1 < sec- 
tional curvature < - a and with the full group of isometries PU(n + 1,l). The group 
PU(n + 1,1) is identified with the group of biholomorphic transformations of the unit ball 
B n+l c (y+1 with respect to the Bergman metric. The geometry (PSp(n + 1, l),Ht+ ‘) is 
a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of - 1 < sectional curvature < - i 
with the full group of isometries (cf. [3,12,13]). 
The projective compactification of H;t+ 1 is obtained by taking the closure @’ ’ of 
Hi” in KP”+‘. Moreover, if we put a (c(n + 2) - 1)-dimensional subspace 
V $“+‘)-’ = {z E K”+‘I b(z,z) = 0}, then it follows that &” = Hk+’ u P(V$“+2)-1). The 
boundary of HK “+ ’ is the standard sphere of dimension n, 2n + 1, 4n + 3 according to as 
K=R,C,F.PutP(V$“+2)-‘)=SC(“+‘)-‘.Th e group of isometries PO(n + 1,l) extends to 
a conformal action on the boundary sphere S” = P( V$’ ‘). The geometry (PO(n + 1, l), S”) 
is called conformally flat geometry. Similarly, the group PU(n + 1,l) extends to an action of 
CR automorphisms on the boundary sphere S’“+‘. The geometry (PU(n + 1, l), S’“+‘) is 
called spherical CR geometry. We have already defined pseudo-quaternionic flat geometry 
(PSPb + 1,1),S 4n+3) (cf. Section 1). 
In each case, the group of full (9,X)-automorphisms of X is canonically identified 
with 9 itself, (i.e., Conf(S”) z PO(n + 1, l), AutCR(S2n+1) z PU(n + 1,l). Similarly, 
AutFsp(S 4n+3) E PSp(n + 1,l) by the definition.) 
3. HOROSPHERICAL GEOMETRY 
The sphere S” with one point removed is conformally equivalent o the flat euclidean 
space R” by the stereographic projection. Let Sim(R”) denote the stabilizer of the group 
Conf(S”) at the point at infinity {co} where S” is regarded as R” u {cc}. The group Sim(R”) 
is isomorphic to the semidirect product R” x(0(n) x R+). The pair (Sim(R”),R”) is called 
similarity geometry which is inherited from the conformally flat geometry where Sim(R”) is 
said to be the group of similarity transformations. From the veiwpoint of real hyperbolic 
geometry, the horosphere centered at {co} enjoys this geometry. It is in general called the 
horospherical geometry. The horospherical geometry in complex hyperbolic space is 
developed recently and is called the Heisenberg eometry (see [S] and the reference therein). 
The horospherical geometry of quaternion hyperbolic space has not been systematically 
studied. 
The horospherical geometry of complex or quaternion hyperbolic space is slightly 
different from the similarity geometry. In fact, let S2”+ ’ be the sphere with the spherical CR 
structure. Then the complement S2”+i - {co> is identified with the Heisenberg nilpotnet 
Lie group N. It lies in the central group extension: 1 --* R + J” -+ C” + 1. Let JY = R x C” 
with group law 
(a, 5).(b, i) = (a + b + Im(& i>,5 + i) 
where R = Im C and Im(, ) is the imaginary part of the Hermitian product (, ). 
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Denote by Sim(N) the stabilizer of PU(n + 1,1) at the point {a) in S2”+‘. Sim(&‘) is 
isomorphic to the semidirect product .N xl(U(n) x R+), where the action of u(n) x R+ on 
.N is as follows: for (A, t) E U(n) x Rf, 
(A, t)(a, 4) = (t-%, t- l A(). 
If I is a torsion-free discrete cocompact subgroup of JV XI u(n), then f acts properly 
discontinuously and freely on N so that we have a Heisenberg infra-nilmanifold N/I. 
Since .N has the nontrivial center, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
AutCR(N/l-)o = S’. 
Further, consider N - {O)( =S2”+r - (0, a}) % Rf x S’“. We determine the auto- 
morphism group Aut,,(R+ x S2”) (cf. [3, Section 43). Let g be a CR transformation on 
S2”+ l leaving (0, co} invariant. We work with the hyperbolic space Hz+ ’ rather than the 
boundary sphere. Then g leaves invariant the geodesic Hi with endpoints (0, co}. More- 
over, g leaves invariant the span Hk. As there is an isometry Hi -+ Hi equivariant with 
respect o an isomorphism PU(1,l) + PO(2, l)‘, the subgroup of PO(2,l) preserving Hi is 
P(O(l, 1) x O(1)) z (0(1, 1)’ x2/2)x O(1). Thus, the element g restricted to Hi lies in the 
group (O(l,l)“~S1 x2/2)x O(1). Since g leaves its orthogonal complement of Hh in 
n+1 
Hc which is invariant under U(n), the element g sits in the group 
(0(1, l)“.S1 x2/2)x (O(1) x U(n)). Therefore, we obtain 
AutCR(R+ xS2”)=P((0(1,1)0~S1~Z,‘2)x(0(1)xU(n)) 
= (O(l,l)O X2/2) x(0(1)x V(n)). 
Choosing an infinite cyclic group Z+ from 0(1, 1)’ % R+, we have a Hopf manifold 
S’ x S2” = R+ x S’“/Z+ such that AutcR(S1 x S2”) = (S’ x Z/2)x (O(1) x u(n)). Thus, 
AutcR(S1 x S2”)’ = S’ x u(n). For example, choose an orientation-preserving element (a) 
of order 2 generated by the diagonal matrix in Z/2 x O(1) x u(n); we obtain an infra-Hopf 
manifold 
S’ X S2n/(a) = p2n+ l #p2*+l 
such that AutcR(P2”+l #Pzn+l)’ = U(n). 
Similarly, we consider the horospherical geometry of quaternion hyperbolic space. Let 
S4n+3 be the sphere with the pseudo-quaternionic flat structure. Then S4”+3 - {co} is 
a nilpotent Lie group &! which lies in the central group extension: 1 -+ R3 + _& + F” + 1. 
Here R3 = (a E F I Re(a) = O}. More precisely, let & = R3 x F” be the product with group 
law 
(a, 5) * @, 0 = (a + b + Ml, i>,5 + 0 
where Im (<,c) is the imaginary part of the Hermitian product (<,[) = 4.r so that 
R3 = ImF. As above, let Sim(d) be the stabilizer of PSp(n + 1,l) at the point {co} in 
S4n+3. We shall determine this group (cf. [3, Section 41). The maximal amenable Lie 
subgroup H of Sp(n + 1,1) is the subgroup of GL(n + 2,F) each element of which leaves 
a light-like ray invariant in the quaternion vector space F”+2. Thus, H is isomorphic to the 
semidirect product J? SQ (Sp(n) x F*). Recall that P: (Sp(n + 1, l), V4(n+2)) -+ (PSp(n + 1, l), 
Hz+‘) is the equivariant projection. The kernel of this map is isomorphic to Z/2 = ( &I>. 
Since F* % Sp(1) x R+, put P(Sp(n) x Sp(1)) = Sp(n).Sp(l). It follows that Sim(A) = 
J# ~(Sp(n).Sp(l) x R+). The action of Sp(n).Sp(l) x R+ on .& is defined as follows: for 
(A . g, t) E Sp(n) . Sp( 1) x R+ and (a, 4) E A, 
(tl.g,t)(a,r) = (t-2gag-‘,t-‘A5g-‘). 
Since Re(u. b) = Re(b .a), the above action is well defined. 
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Choosing a torsion-free discrete cocompact subgroup I of A ><I Sp(n) . Sp( l), we obtain 
a closed pseudo-quaternionic flat infranilmanifold A/T of dimension 4n + 3. As .,#X has the 
nontrivial center R3, it is noted that Autcx(d/r)’ = T3. 
Let R+ x S4”+* = & - {0}( =S4n+3 - (0, co}) as above. If we note that 
(pSp(1, l), Hk) = (PO(4, l)‘, Hi) isometrically, the subgroup of PO(4,l) preserving 
Hi is P(O(l, 1) x O(3)) x (0(1, 1)’ x2/2) x O(3). Further the subgroup (0(1, 1)’ = 
Z/2. Sp(1)) x O(3) preserves its span Hk of Hi. As the kernel of P is Z/2, it follows that 
Aut,,(R+ x S 4n+2) = (O(l,l)O x Z/2) x (O(3) x SP@). SP(1)). 
Thus, Autpsp(S1 x S4”+‘) = (S’ >Q Z/2) x (O(3) x Sp(n)* Sp(1)). We have also an infra-Hopf 
manifold S’ x S4”+2/F w ere h F is an orientation-preserving finite group of 
AutpSp(S1 x S4” + 2). 
4. GLOBAL RIGIDITY 
Throughout this section, we suppose that M is a compact conformally flat (resp. 
spherical CR, or pseudo-quaternionic flat) manifold of dimension c(n + 1) - 1 where 
c = 1,2, or 4. There exists a developing pair (p,dev): (Aut(M), 2) + (PO@ + 1, l;K), 
S’(“+‘)-i) such that A c Aut(M). Here PO(n + 1,l;K) = PO(n + 1, l),PU(n + 1, l), or 
PSp(n + 1,l) as c = 1,2, or 4, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a closed connected subgroup of Aut(M) and 2 its lift of A to 
the universal covering space $. Denote by H the closure of the holonomy image p(L) in 
PO(n + l,l;K). Z’A is noncompact then H is noncompact. 
It is noted that A” c V Au,t&r) by the remark below Lemma 2.1 and since A” is connected, 
it is easily seen that H is connected and H c WgPOCn+ 1, &r). Here p(n) = I is the holonomy 
group and WPO(n + 1,l;K) (r) is the centralizer of r in PO(n + 1,l; K). 
Proof Recall aHE+’ = Sc(n+l)-l. We consider the action of the subgroup H of 
PO(n + 1,l;K) on Ht+‘. Suppose that H is compact. Since H”,+ ’ is negatively curved, 
H has a fixed point p so that H belongs to the stabilizer at p. The stabilizer at a point in 
Hi+’ is conjugate to the maximal compact subgroup P(K(n + 1) x K(1)) of PO(n + 1,l; K). 
Here K(m) = O(m), U(m), or Sp(m) as K = R, C, or F, respectively. We can assume 
H c P(K(n + 1) x K(1)). By choosing a spherical metric on S’(“+‘)-i with 
Iso(S~(“+~)-~) = P(K(n + 1) x K(l)), M admits a Riemannian metric such that 
dev: j(j _, SC@+ I)- 1 is a local isometry satisfying x c Iso( If H happens to have 
a unique fixed point p, then I also fixes p by the fact that H c ~pO~n+l,l;K~(r). Thus 
r c ISO(~+ l)-1 ) and the Riemannian metric of fi induces a Riemannian metric on M. 
M being compact, M is complete and hence dev: M + SC@+ ‘)- ’ is a covering map. 
Therefore, dev is an isometry: fi x S’(“+‘)-i for which Iso x P(K(n + 1) x K(1)) is 
compact. On the other hand, recall that x c Iso as above, but this contradicts the 
hypothesis that 2 is a closed noncompact subgroup. 
Therefore, the only possible case that H is compact occurs when the fixed point set of 
H is a totally geodesic subspace Hz+ ’ for 0 < m < n - 1. Then H has the fixed point set 
S c(m+l)-l in Sc(“+l)-‘. First note that dev-‘(S c(m+l)- ‘) = 8. If not, there is a point x E M 
such that dev(x) E S c(m+ ‘)- l. Since dev(A”* x) = dev(x) and dev is an immersion, it follows 
2. x = x. Thus, A” c Iso( which is always compact, being a contradiction. Put 
y= Sc(n+l)-1 _ Sc(m+l)-1. Now the developing pair reduces to the following: 
(p, dev): (Aut(M), M) + (Aut( I’), Y), where Aut( Y) is the subgroup of PO(n + 1,l; K) whose 
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elements preserve Sc(m+l)-1 . Then Aut(Y) is isomorphic to the subgroup 
P(O(m + 1,l; K) x K(n - m)) (cf. [l 11). Moreover, Y is a Riemannian homogeneous pace 
P(O(m + 1,l; K) x K(n - m))/P(K(m + 1) x K(1) x K(n - m - 1)). 
The pullback of this P(O(m + 1,l; K) x K(n - m))-invariant Riemannian metric on Y by 
the map dev defines a Riemannian metric on M such that Iso = Aut(M) because 
Aut( Y) = Iso( Y) in this case. In particular, Iso = Aut(M). Since M is compact, Aut(M) 
is compact which contradicts again our hypothesis on A. Hence, H is noncompact. 0 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zf Aut(M)’ is noncompact then there is a closed noncompact one-para- 
meter group lying in %pOCn+ 1, l;Kj(JY). 
LEMMA 4.3. If{#f}tell is a closed one-parameter group of qgpOCn+ 1, l;rr,(lY), then there exists 
a one-parameter group A of Aut(M)’ such that p(q&) = et for a lijii {$l}fsR of A. 
ProoJ Let K be a fundamental domain of M with it? = rr ’ K. Since P: h;i + M is 
a covering map, fi supports a cover comprised of evenly covered neighborhoods (UI}l,,, 
such that dev : UA -+ dev(Uj,) is a homeomorphism. 
Let $:RxS~("+~)-' + Sc(n+l)-l be a flow given by Il/(t,x) = I,/&(X). For each UI, there 
exist a real number .sl > 0 and a neighborhood Vi,c Un such that +(( - ~~,sJ,dev(V,))c 
dev( U,). Define a map bn : ( - cl, ei,) x Vi + ti to be 
&(r,~) = (devI&‘(+~“dev(y)). 
Since K is compact, choose a finite covering K = VA, u VA, ... u VA”. Put E = 
min(sl,, . . . . sl.}.Set~,(t,y)=~l.,(t,y)if(t,y)E(-sE,a)~ l$.WhenyE V).in V,,,itiseasyto 
check that q$,(t, y) = 4c(t,y). Thus, we have a well-defined map &:( - 8,s) x K + M. It 
satisfies that for sufficiently small t,s, 
dev o Mt, Y) = tit o dev(y), A& + ST Y) = h&v 4Kh Y)). (4.1) 
ForeachyErr,ifwedefine&.,:(-&,s)xy*K -+ M by setting &.,&, yy) = y&&y), then 
we see that &,.&yy) = q$.&y’y’) for yy = y’y’. In fact, this follows since 
ICltOP(Y) = P(Y)O It/r for every y E 7~ by the hypothesis and both q5,.x(t,yy) and &.& y’y’) sit 
in an evenly covered neighborhood U for which dev : U -+ dev(U) is a homeomorphism 
for small t. The map c#J?.~ satisfies the same property as (4.1). Now we define a map 
c#J:( -a,e)xfi +M by setting 
C&z) = $,.&YY) 
for z = yy E y. K. Since the map is independent of the choice of ye K, C$ is well defined. It 
follows that 
dev(+(t, z)) = tit0 dev(z). (4.2) 
Using (4.2) and by the commutativity we have y 0 $(t,z) = 4(t, yz) for small t, i.e., 
($51 = %‘4”I(B) (n). Setting @(t, a) = Pb(t, ii) for a lift ii of any point a E M, we obtain a map 
Cp : ( -6, E) x M -+ M. It satisfies for sufficiently small t, s 
@(t + s, a) = cD(t, Q(s, a)). (4.3) 
Since M is compact, this flow extends to a global flow @ : R x M + M. Noting the fact that 
c$~ is a (9, X)-map for small t and by the commutativity that P 0 c$~ = @, 0 P, (I+ is a (9, X)- 
map. Using (4.3), (D, is a (9, X)-map for all t. Put A = (@)t}rsR. Then A c Aut(M)O whose lift 
{&&Ii satisfies ~(4~) = J/, by (4.2). This completes the proof. q 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let l? be a closed noncompact one-parameter group of WgPocn+ 1, &r). 
Then either one sf the following is true: 
(1) M is (3, X)-equivalent to the standard sphere S’(“+l)-l. 
(2) k? jixes a unique point { ‘;o} with dev- ‘(co) = 8. 
(3) i jxes exacrly two points {0, KI} with dev-‘( (0, a}) = 8. 
Proof. It is well known that an element g of PO(n + 1,l;K) falls into one of the three 
types: (i) g has a fixed point in Hi+‘, (ii) g fixes a unique point in SC@+ ‘)- ‘, or (iii) g fixes 
exactly two points in SC@+ ‘)-I. S’ mce B is a closed noncompact connected subgroup, it has 
a fixed point on the sphere Sc(“+l)- ‘. 
Cuse I: B” is parabolic. Then B” has a unique fixed point (a} in SC@+ ‘j-l. If 
dev- ‘(co) = 8, then (2) follows. Suppose not. Then we show (1); let z be a point in G such 
that dev(z) = co. There is a neighborhood U of z such that dev : U + dev(U) is a homeo- 
morphism. Choose a small geometric ball Y centered at co inside dev(U). Let Y be 
a (c(n + 1) - I)-dimensional ball around z in U such that dev(Y) = 9’. Note that g acts 
properly and freely on SC@+ ‘)- ’ - {co}. For each x E 9’ - {co}, the orbit Bx is homeomor- 
phic to R so that the union Ex u {co} is a circle. (Note that in this case fip u {a~} for 
PEH;;+’ is a horocycle centered at co internally tangent to Sc(“+‘)-‘.) Thus, we have 
a decomposition of SC@+ ‘)- ’ consisting of a disjoint union uxGY _io3j fix u {co}. By Lemma 
4.3 and Corollary 4.2, there exists a one-parameter group A” of %~u,&~) such that 
p(z) = B. Then we have a subset N in fi consisting of a disjoint union 
N=~,,,~_I,,~yu{z}.Ifwenotethatp:~-t~~Risisomorphic,thendev:~y~~xis 
homeomorphic for each dev(y) = x. Since dev is a local homeomorphism, 
dev : A”y u (z) + i?x u (cc> is a homeomorphism. Thus, the map dev : N + SC@+ ‘)- ’ is 
a homeomorphism. In particular, N is closed and open in a, so that N = fi-, 
dev : a z Sc(“+ ‘)- ‘. Since 7c acts freely on a, so does r on Sc(“+ ‘)- ‘. As I- fixes {co}, it must 
be 7c = l7 = { 1 }. Therefore, M is (9, X)-equivalent to the standard sphere SC@+ ‘)-l. This 
shows (I). 
Case II: B is loxodromic. B fixes exactly two points (0, co}. If dev-‘((0, co}) = 8, then 
(3) follows. Suppose dev- ’ (0) # 8. Then we prove (1). Let p be a point of d such that 
dev(p) = 0. As in Case I, we choose 9, Y around 0, p, respectively. fi acts properly and 
freely on SC@ + ‘)- ’ - (0, a} and the orbit B”x is homeomorphic to R for each x E 9’ - (0). 
Let Sc(“+l’-- ’ = (0, co} u Uxav_loi Bx be a decomposition. Similarly, put 
L = {p) u IJ,,,,-;iPIAy. Then dev:L +Sc(“+l)-l - (co} is homeomorphic. Let t be the 
closure of L in M. If ,? = L then L being open and closed, dev : ti + Seen+ 1)-1 - {w} is 
a homeomorphism. Since B fixes exactly two points, a subgroup of index two in r fixes the 
point 10). Thus, a subgroup of 7c of index two fixes the point {p}. Since II acts freely, 1~ will be 
a cyclic group of order two. As a z R’(“+ ‘)- ‘, M = &f/n cannot be compact. On the other 
hand, if L - L is nonempty, dev maps L - L into {co}. In particular, dev(co)- ’ # 8 and 
dev : L -+ Sc(” ‘I- ’ is homeomorphic. Again it follows a z SEC”+ ‘I- ‘. In this case I- may be 
a cyclic subgroup of order two as above. However, this possibility is excluded because r sits 
in the group Aut (SC@+ “- ’ - (0, co}) in which B” = 0(1, 1)’ (cf. Section 3). Since B” central- 
izes I-, it must be that I- c O(n) (resp. O(1) x U(n), O(3) x Sp(n)*Sp(l)). Each subgroup of 
these cannot act freely on S”,S’“+’ or on S4n+3, respectively. Therefore M x SC@+‘)-‘. 
Similarly, if we start with dev- ‘(co) # 8, then the above argument implies that dev- ’ (0) # 8 
and M z Seen+ “- ‘. This finishes the proof. q 
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COROLLARY 4.5. According to (2),(3) of Proposition 4.4, M is finitely covered by a nil- 
manifold or a Hopf manifold. Moreover, Aut(M) is compact in this case. 
Proof Consider the case (3) that B is loxodromic. Put SC@+‘)-1 - (0, CQ> 
= R+ x Sc(“+‘)-‘. The developing pair satisfies the following (up to a finite index): 
(p,dev):(Aut(&$,a) -(R+ x T,,R+ x Sc@+l)-‘). 
Here T, = O(n), U(n), or Sp(n). Sp(l), respectively. Choosing an R+ x T,-invariant Rieman- 
nian metric on R+ x SC@+ ‘)-’ we can prove that dev : @ + R+ x Sc(“+1)-2 is a homeomor- 
phism as before for which Aut(i@ = Iso (for dim M >, 3). Hence, M M S’ x Sc(n+1)-2/F 
and Aut(M) = Iso where F is a finite subgroup. Thus, Aut(M) is compact since M is 
compact. 
Consider the case (2) that B is parabolic. Put g = Seen+ ‘)- ’ - { a}. As in Section 3, g is 
the Lie group R”, Jlr, or J# and Sim(g) = 9 xl(T, x R+), respectively. In general, the 
holonomy group r belongs to Sim(g). On the other hand, g admits a g XI T,-invariant 
Riemannian metric such that Iso = g XI T,. Therefore, if we prove that l-c Iso then 
there exists a x-invariant Riemannian metric on G. Consequently, dev : fi w 9 is isometric. 
Thus, M x g/r, which is an infra-nilmanifold. 
For this, let g be the product K,, x K" with the group law where K. = 
{x E K ( Re(x) = 01. N ow suppose that there exists an element y E I- whose R+-summand is 
nonzero. If we note that Sim(g) acts on 3 as affine motions and y has no eigenvalue of 
norm 1, then y is loxodromic, i.e., it fixes some point z in g. Conjugate by z, we may assume 
that y has the form: y = ((O,O),(A *g, t)). Let fi be its conjugate of B by z. Then B’ is again 
parabolic. Every element h of fi’ has a nontrivial +V-summand. Let h = ((a, {),(A’ * is)). In 
view of the action of T, x R+ on g, the commutativity y. h = hey implies that 
(tK2gag-‘, t-‘Arg-‘) = (a, t). 
It follows that It(-2jal = Jai and ltl-‘l(l = 151. Since (a,t) # 0, we obtain t = 1. Therefore 
I- c g x T, = Iso( In particular, as r is a discrete uniform subgroup of Iso( it follows 
that the normalizer Nsi,&) = Nlsocl,(T). Thus by Lemma 2.1, Aut(M) = Sim(g/IJ 
= Iso(%/T) which is compact. This completes the proof. q 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
In order to prove Theorem Ai, (i) of Theorem B and (1) of Proposition D, we recall the 
following facts. The conformal case has been proved by Obata [ 181 and the CR case proved 
by Webster [23]. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) If the identity component of the group of conformal transformations, 
Conf(M)“, is noncompact for a compact Riemannian manijiold M, then M is conformally jut. 
(ii) If the identity component of the group of CR automorphism, Au&(M)’ is noncompact 
for a compact strictly pseudo-convex CR manifold M, then M is spherical CR. 
As is stated before, the corresponding result to the quaternion case is not settled (cf. 
Problem E). 
We shall provide a proof of Theorem Al, (i) of Theorem B and (1) of Proposition D. As 
in Section 3, the existence of a closed noncompact flow on the universal covering space 
classifies uch compact conformally flat manifolds and spherical CR manifolds as well as 
pseudo-quaternionic flat manifolds simultaneously. Since Aut(M)’ is noncompact, ap- 
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plying Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.4 to such a conformally llat manifold (resp. spherical 
CR manifold, pseudo-quaternionic flat manifold) and noting Corollary 4.5, M in (3,X)- 
equivalent o the standard sphere Seen+ ‘)-I. 
5.1. Proof of Corollary AZ, (ii) of Theorem B and (2) of Proposition D. 
First note that if there exists a closed noncompact flow in 
Aut(Z) = (Conf(Z)‘, AutcR(Z)‘, or AutFs,(Z)o), then Z = Sc(“+ ‘)-I and the flow is either 
parabolic or loxodromic on S c(n+l)-l. In particular, the closed noncompact flow is singular 
(has a fixed point). Given a nonsingular CR flow (resp. conformal flow, pseudo-quaternionic 
flow), the flow p defines a one-parameter group {4,},,, of CR transformations of Z (resp. 
conformal transformations, pseudo-quaternionic flat transformations) by the definition. 
Since AutCR(C”)’ is a Lie group (similarly for Conf(Z”+ ‘)O, AutrSp(Z4”+3)0), the closure of 
the one-parameter group {$t}teR in AutCR(Zn)’ (resp. Conf(Z’“+ ‘)O, AutFsp(Z4n+3)0) is 
a k-torus Tk for some k > 1 by the above remark. Moreover, since the flow is nonsingular, 
Tk has no fixed point on C. Then it follows from the result of Bore1 (cf. [2, Theorem 10.123) 
that the fixed point set Z’ of some subtorus T’ of dimension k - 1 is nonempty (in fact, C’ is 
also a rational homology sphere). Thus, the orbit of Tk through a point of Z’ is a circle. 
Therefore, a nonsingular CR flow (resp. conformal Bow, pseudo-quaternionic flow) has 
a closed orbit on C. 0 
5.2. Proof of Proposition C 
Let M be a compact (strictly pseudo-convex) CR manifold of dimension 3 with 
H c AutCR(M)‘. If H is noncompact, it follows from (i) of Theorem B that M is CR 
equivalent to S3. Moreover, H = {+t}tcR is a closed noncompact flow which is either 
parabolic or loxodromic by Proposition 4.4. This proves (1.3). Suppose that H is compact. 
H is isomorphic to Tk for some k 2 1. If k = 1, then M is nothing but a Seifert manifold 
(S l-manifold). It is proved in [l l] that every orientable closed Seifert manifold admits an 
S’-invariant CR structure. This shows (1.1). When k = 2, it follows from the classification of 
S’-manifolds (e.g., [19]) that M is the sphere S3, a lens space L(p, 4) (p > l), S’ x S2, or T3. 
(Note that AutcR(P3#P3) = U(1) from Section 3.) 
We have already seen from Section 3 that AutcR(S1 x S2)’ = U(1) x S’ = T2 for the 
spherical CR manifold S’ x S2 as well as the lens space L(p, q) (p 2 1). 
It suffices to show that there is a T2-invariant CR structure on M = T3. Let 
6 = cos 2x2 dx + sin 2xzdy. Then 65 is a contact form on R3 with (x, y,z)-coordinates. 
Moreover, the group of translations R2 x Z leaves c3 invariant. Then it induces a T2- 
invariant contact form on the 3-torus T3. The rotation by the right angle on the contact 
plane Null o at each point defines a complex structure which is obviously compatible with 
translations of T2. Thus, we obtain a T2-invariant CR structure on T3. 
Finally, we show that k 2 3 does not occur. Suppose that M admits a T3-invariant CR 
structure (B, J). Let 5 be vector field which generates a circle S’ of T3. Put 
N = {.x E M 1 r, E B,}. Choose a contact form o such that o(B) = 0. Let f be a smooth map 
f : M + R defined by f(p) = o,(<,). Then N = f - ’ (0). It is easy to see that 0 is a regular 
value of f (cf. [l 11). Thus N is a codimension one regular submanifold of M (in fact, N is 
a finite union of tori). Now since T3 is transitive on M,co,(tJ # 0 for some point p and 
hence nonzero everywhere. Setting q(X) = (l/w(<))w(X), r] is a contact form on M with 
~(5) = 1. Now M is a principal circle bundle S’ + M SN for which q is viewed as 
a connection form of M. Then dq = 7c*sZ and [Q] is a nonzero Euler class of M = T3. This 
is impossible. 
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(2) follows since every P-action is linear on S’ x S*, or on L(p, q) (p 2 1). 
The same argument can be applied to conformal actions. This finishes the proof. 
Remark 5.2. Let C be a class of manifolds finitely covered by T3 or S’ x S, where S, is 
a closed orientable surface of genus g 2 2. All Seifert CR manifolds not lying in C can be 
realized as S’-invariant spherical CR manifolds. T3 cannot admit a spherical CR structure 
(cf. [17]). 
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